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Abstract
The issue of domain walls in the recently extended Veneziano-
Yankielowicz theory is investigated and we show that they have an
interesting substructure. We also demonstrate the presence of a non-
compact modulus. The associated family of degenerate solutions is
physically due to the presence of a valley of vacua in the enlarged space
of fields. This is a feature of the extended Veneziano-Yankielowicz
theory. Unfortunately the above properties do not match the ones
expected for the domain walls of N = 1 super Yang-Mills.
1 Introduction
Pure N = 1 SU(N) super Yang-Mills theory is known to possess N inde-
pendent vacua. The issue of the domain walls between these vacua is very
interesting. These objects are expected to saturate the central charge of
N = 1 superalgebra [1] and the tension of the wall between the 1-st and the
k-th vacua is [2]:
Tk ∝ sin pik
N
.
Moreover, there are arguments from string theory [3] and also from field
theory [4, 5] which suggest that the walls have the following multiplicity:
nk =
N !
k!(N − k)! .
Unfortunately a dynamical description of these domain walls using the
basic fields of super Yang-Mills or the composite ones is still lacking. In the
framework of the Veneziano-Yankielowicz (VY) effective lagrangian it is not
possible to find a wall solution interpolating the different vacua [10, 11, 12,
13, 14]. We remind the reader that the VY theory concisely summarizes the
symmetry of the underlying theory in terms of the following composite chiral
superfield
S =
3
32pi2N
TrW 2 , (1)
where Wα is the supersymmetric field strength. When interpreting S as an
elementary field it describes a gluinoball and its associated fermionic partner.
The Ka¨hler potential and the superpotential are respectively [6]
K(S, S¯) =
9N2
α
(SS¯)
1
3 , WV Y [S] =
2N
3
S log(0)
(
S
eΛ3
)N
, (2)
where α is a dimensionless real parameter and we restricted ourselves to the
first branch of the logarithm. The complex bosonic degree of freedom φs
in the VY Lagrangian posses the same quantum numbers of the gaugino
bilinear λλ. The latter is expected to condense spontaneously breaking the
Z2N symmetry to Z2 and leaving behind N vacua.
On general grounds there are in principle two possibilities for the domain
walls; the wall can pass in the real S space through the value φs = 0 or it can
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pass away from this value in the complex φs plane. The real wall solution
is somehow a very particular one: it can interpolate only between two vacua
aligned with the origin. This implies that we can have a real wall passing
through the origin only when N is even and k = N/2. Then there will be
N/2 pairs of vacua aligned with the origin. In the VY Lagrangian approach
there are problems for both the possibilities: the real wall solution stops at
the origin at φs = 0 and so cannot interpolate between the two vacua at
φs = ±φs0; for the complex wall there are problems due to the logarithmic
cuts in the superpotential.
It is natural at this point to study the domain wall problem in the recently
proposed extension of the VY effective Lagrangian [7]. Real domain walls
solutions were found in this approach in Ref. [9]; in this work we further
investigate these domain wall solutions.
We will study the two color theory, however our results are generally
applicable to an even number of colors for the domain wall solutions inter-
polating between two vacua aligned with the origin. We will demonstrate
that the domain wall solutions possess a hidden noncompact modulus. The
presence of such a modulus is due to the fact that there exists a valley of
vacua at the origin in the enlarged space of fields with respect to the original
VY theory which contains only one chiral superfield.
In the next section we briefly introduce the extended VY theory while in
section three we show how a modulus emerges when investigating the real
domain walls in this theory. In section four we briefly discuss the issue of
complex walls. We finally conclude in section five and provide also some
outlook.
2 Extended VY Theory
There are many reasons to consider extending the VY theory. When trying
to break SYM to YM one would expect the glueball degrees of freedom to be
present, for example. However in the original theory such states are missing.
Many different approaches were considered in the literature to extend the
VY theory and the reader can find an exhaustive list of references in [7]. In
[7] a number of different consistency checks was shown to naturally lead to
the following form of the extended VY superpotential:
W (S, χ) =
2N2
3
S
[
log(0) S − 1− log
(
−e χ
N
log(0) χ
N
)]
. (3)
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A Ka¨hler potential is needed to investigate various dynamical properties.
The simplest one for S which is consistent with the quantum anomalies in
the VY theory is (SS¯)1/3. Due to the presence of the new field χ one can
modify the Ka¨hler potential in order to provide a kinetic term also for χ:
K(S, S¯, χ, χ¯) =
9N2
α
(SS¯)1/3h(χ, χ¯), (4)
where h(χ, χ¯) is a real positive definite function. This is the generic form
of the Ka¨hler potential in order not to upset the saturation of quantum
anomalies. The associated Ka¨hler metric is:
gij¯ =
∂2K
∂φi∂φ¯j¯
. (5)
The potential is:
V =
∂W
∂φi
gij¯
∂W¯
∂φ¯j¯
, (6)
where
gij¯ = (g−1
ij¯
)T . (7)
In reference [8] it was argued that the glueball states are heavier than the
gluinoball states. If this were not the case there would have been no reason
to saturate the underlying anomalies of the theory using only the composite
objects constructed out of the gluinoball fields. Since the extended VY theory
well describes the vacuum properties of SYM and the spectrum of the lowest
lying states of the theory one would hope that it can also overcome the
problems related to the domain wall solutions and their multiplicity.
3 Real BPS walls: A new moduli space
Recently the domain walls in the extended VY for N = 2 were investigated
in Ref. [9], where real domain wall solutions were found to exist. We recall
the general BPS domain wall equations for a generic supersymmetric Wess-
Zumino model with more than one field labeled by Latin letters:
dφi
dz
= e−iβgij¯∂j¯W¯ . (8)
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We have only two scalar fields φ1 = φS and φ
2 = φχ. The system of differen-
tial equations reduces to (see Ref. [9])
∂
∂z
(
ϕ
ϕχ
)
=
α
N2
(ϕ¯ϕ)
2
3
h hχχ¯ − hχh¯χ¯
[
hχχ¯ − ϕ¯
−1hχ
3
−ϕ−1h¯χ¯
3
h
9
(ϕ¯ϕ)−1
] (
∂S¯W
∂χ¯W
)
, (9)
with hχ = ∂χh, h¯χ¯ = ∂χ¯h and hχχ¯ = ∂χ∂χ¯h. We also have
∂SW =
2N2
3
log(0)
(
S
−e χ
N
log(0) χ
N
)
,
∂χW
S
=
2N
3
log(0) χ
N +N
− χ
N
log(0) χ
N
. (10)
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Figure 1: Potential V (φs, φχ) for N = 2 and for the Ka¨hler h2 for real φs, φχ. It goes
to infinity at φχ = 0 and at φχ = ±1 ; there is a valley of zero potential at φs = 0.
The potential V for real φs, φχ can be written in the following way:
V (φs, φχ) = |φs|4/3(f(φχ) log |φs|2 + g(φχ)) (11)
where f, g are two functions of φχ depending on h(χ, χ¯) in Eq. (4). The
potential V has a valley of zeros at φs = 0. This valley of vacua exists for
every function h in Eq. (4) and so it is a general property of the extended
VY Lagrangian (see Fig. 1). Actually the point φs = φχ = 0 is not part of
this valley of vacua. The potential assumes different values according to the
path one uses when approaching the origin.
The existence and behavior of the walls depend not only on the superpo-
tential of the effective theory, but also on the Ka¨hler potential. In Ref. [9]
the following Ka¨hler potentials were considered and motivated:
h1(χ, χ¯) = (1 + γe
2χχ¯)(e2
χχ¯
N2
logχN log χ¯N)−
1
3 , (12)
4
and
h2(χ, χ¯) = (1 + γe
2χχ¯)(e2χχ¯)−
1
3 . (13)
Explicit solutions interpolating two opposite vacua (φs, φχ) = (±φS0,±φχ0)
were found for both the Ka¨hler potentials. These solutions pass through the
origin in the field space (φs, φχ) = (0, 0). We are going to present a detailed
analysis for the theory assuming the Ka¨hler potential h2; the case in which
one uses h1 is analogous. The reason is that the two Ka¨hlers have a similar
behavior near the origin φs, φχ = 0.
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Figure 2: Wall for the Ka¨hler potential h2 and at large l. Left: Field profiles for φs(z)
and φχ(z). Center: Energy density. Right: Field profiles in the plane (φs, φχ). The fields
pass through the valley at φs = 0.
We have tried to generalize the analysis to the following class of Ka¨hler
potentials:
h(χ, χ¯) = (1 + γe2χχ¯)(e2χχ¯)p. (14)
If we keep only the dominant terms near the origin we find the following
equation:
dφs
dφχ
= −3p φs
φχ
, (15)
which has a regular solution near the origin only if −3p is a positive integer:
φs = Cφ
−3p
χ . (16)
We have explored different values of p. However it turns out that the only
acceptable value, in order to have a well behaved domain wall solution, is
p = −1/3.
A solution of the wall equation interpolating between the vacua at φs =
±φs0 can pass through the valley of vacua at φs = 0; so it can be thought
as composite of two walls, one interpolating between φs = φs0 and φs = 0
and the other interpolating φs = 0 and φs = −φs0. Hence, there is a hidden
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modulus which describes the distance l between the two component walls.
The parameter l can be defined for example as the distance in the z axis
between the two peaks in the energy density. For large l the wall has a
three layers structure shown in Fig. 2: in the first layer φs = φs0 jumps
to zero while φχ = φχ0 is almost constant; in the second layer φs = 0 and
φχ goes to the value φχ = −φχ0; in the third layer φs jumps to the value
of φs = −φs0. A more careful analysis of the energy density profile reveals
always the presence of a third peak in the energy density just in between the
other two symmetric walls in correspondence of the origin φs, φχ = 0 (see
Fig. 3). The energy density evaluated at the origin diverges1. Note that the
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Figure 3: Wall for the Ka¨hler potential h2 and intermediate l with respect to the previous
figures. Left panel: Field profiles for φs(z) and φχ(z). Central panel: Energy density.
Right panel: Zoom of the central region which shows the presence of another energy peak
at the center.
superpotential is regular near the origin.
The distance l is a good parameter for the moduli space only in the limit
in which the relative displacement of the two symmetric peaks of the energy
density with respect to the origin is large. As can be seen in Fig 4, the two
symmetric peaks in the energy density merge with the one at the origin in
the limit of a small relative distance. A more precise way to parameterize
1The energy density of the BPS wall is given by the following expression:
ρ = 2
∣∣∣∣ ddzRe(W )
∣∣∣∣ = 2
∣∣∣∣dφsdz ∂W∂φs
∣∣∣∣+ 2
∣∣∣∣dφχdz ∂W∂φχ
∣∣∣∣ . (17)
We also have near the origin at φs, φχ = 0:
∂W
∂φχ
≈ φs
φχ logφ2χ
,
∂W
∂φs
≈ log
(
φs
φχ logφ2χ
)
. (18)
The only way one can avoid a divergence is by requiring that φs
φχ logφ2χ
approaches a non-
zero constant. This does not happen here since φs ≈ Cφχ.
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Figure 4: Wall for the Ka¨hler potential h2 and with l small enough that the domain
walls fuse in a single one. Left: Field profiles for φs(z) and φχ(z). Center: Energy density.
Right: Field profiles in the plane (φs, φχ).
the solutions is given by the real and positive constant C introduced in (16):
C = lim
φs,φχ→0
φs
φχ
. (19)
In the limit C → 0 the distance l goes to infinity. For C = O(1) the two
peaks in the energy density join with the third peak at the origin.
In order to have a better understanding of our results and provide a more
precise relation between the hidden modulus l and C we have performed a
numerical fit (see Fig. 5) which yields
l (C)
2
= (0.14± 0.03) + 0.298± 0.002
C0.25
, (20)
where the errors are statistical in nature.
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Figure 5: Fit providing the behavior of l/2 as function of C. The solid curve corresponds
to the fitted curve 20 reported in the main text. The dots are some representative points.
The situation looks similar to another model discussed in Ref. [15, 16]:
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this is a two superfield model with superpotential:
W (Φ1,Φ2) =
m2
λ
Φ1 − 1
3
λΦ31 − αΦ1Φ22 (21)
and a standard Ka¨hler potential:
K = Φ1Φ¯1 + Φ2Φ¯2. (22)
There are four degenerate vacua in this model:
φ1 = ±m
λ
, φ2 = 0 and φ1 = 0, φ2 = ± m√
λα
. (23)
A family of degenerate BPS domain walls exists interpolating the two vacua
with φ2 = 0: this is due to the fact that this wall can be thought as composite
of two walls interpolating between the φ2 = 0 vacua and the φ1 = 0 one. The
relative distance of the two elementary and symmetric walls with respect to
the origin is a modulus of this family of degenerate walls. There are similar
composite walls also in N = 2 U(N) SQCD in the Higgs phase with a Fayet-
Iliopolous term (see for example [17]).
The walls in the extended VY are somehow different from the ones just
mentioned above. In this case the solution passes through an entire valley of
vacua at φs = 0 and not through just another vacuum state.
4 Issue of complex walls
Let us take N = 2; if the field S is integrated out, the following result for
Weff(χ) is found:
Weff(χ) =
4
3
eχ logχ2. (24)
It is easy to see that it is impossible to avoid the log-cuts in the superpo-
tential: there are cuts on the imaginary positive and negative axis, and the
only way to avoid them is to pass through the origin. This problem is still
present in the complete superpotential:
W (S, χ) =
8
3
S
[
log(0)
(
S
−eχ
2
log(0) χ
2
)
− 1
]
. (25)
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Here too, the only way to avoid the cuts on the positive and negative imag-
inary axis is to pass through φχ = 0; but if we do this keeping φs 6= 0 the
superpotential diverges. This argument is not a rigorous non-existence proof,
but shows that there is no obvious way to find such solutions.
In the framework of the Taylor, Veneziano and Yankielowicz theory ([18]),
which is supposed to be the effective theory for N = 1 U(N) SQCD, this
problem [11, 14, 19] does not appear. For example, in the two color and two
flavor case (i.e. N = 2, Nf = 1) we have:
W (S,M) =
2
3
S log
SM
eΛ5
+
m
2
M. (26)
HereM is the mesonic degree of freedom. Note also that here the normaliza-
tion of the superpotential is slightly different than the one used earlier. With
such a superpotential it is possible to find solutions in which the phase of S
and the one ofM cancel each other in such a way that the branch cuts of the
logarithm are avoided. This mechanism does not work in the extended VY
theory, because of the presence of another logarithm inside the argument of
the first logarithm.
5 Conclusions
In this work we have investigated the domain wall problem related to the
extended VY theory proposed in Ref. [7]. No BPS domain wall solution has
been found for the general case of complex walls. However real solutions exist
[9] for an even number of colors connecting two vacua aligned with the origin.
Surprisingly we have discovered the presence of a new hidden noncompact
modulus for the real walls. Although the presence of an hidden modulus is
interesting per se, unfortunately it does not match the expected spectrum of
domain walls for N = 1 super Yang-Mills. As discussed in Ref. [3, 4, 5], a
discrete spectrum of wall with multiplicity
nk =
N !
k!(N − k)! (27)
is expected. No theorem forbids a description of the SYM walls via an
effective theory of its composite states. An argument against this possibility
was suggested in Ref. [23] in the large N limit; however, as pointed out
in Ref. [22], this argument can be avoided if the wall thickness scales as
9
1/N at large N . Various models, more or less linked to SYM were also
considered in the past to mimic such a behavior [22, 20]. A satisfactory
effective description of these objects should explain the discrete spectrum in
Eq. (27) while using fields directly linked to SYM 2. We have shown that
although the extended VY theory displays some domain wall solutions these
are not the ones expected on theoretical grounds.
At this point one may argue that the physics of the SYM walls should be
described not via confined objects such as gluino-balls or glue-balls but via
a more subtle substructure.
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